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Annex 2:  Translation Update – September 2013 

1. TRANSLATION STRATEGY AND BUSINESS PLAN 

Following the long-term strategic proposal for Cochrane translations submitted to the Steering Group 
in March under Xavier Bonfill’s direction, we have set up a working group including Xavier Bonfill, 
Harriet MacLehose, Jordi Pardo, Gabriel Rada, Philippe Ravaud, Mark Wilson, and Juliane Ried 
(project support) to co-ordinate the process of developing a strategy and business plan for submission 
to the Steering Group. This group has met by teleconference in May, and for a 2-day meeting in Paris 
in July, including presentations of experts of different translation methods. Discussions around the 
strategic proposal submitted to the CCSG in Oxford in March produced the following answers to the 
key questions in the document: 
 
What is the focus of our strategy: translations of our content only, or broader matters 
concerning non-English speaking audience and users? 
Ø The issue of engaging non-English speaking authors/contributors should be addressed by the 

Collaboration centrally, not specifically as part of the translation strategy.  
 
What role will simplified English play in our strategy? 
Ø There should be specific sections of Cochrane Reviews that should be prioritised for 

standardisation, notably the abstract, PLS, and Conclusions. This needs to be driven by CEU 
and should include: 

Ø Introduction of standardised terminology and writing guides; 
Ø Development of standard templates and standard phrases, for abstracts, PLS and conclusions; 
Ø To explore ways to evaluate the use of software to check on the readability score for PLS 

(because if we say we want our reviews to be readable, then we need a way to measure it); and 
of writing aid software that can directly feedback on the ‘simplicity’ of a sentence during the 
writing process, and suggest ‘better’ (i.e., clearer, easier and more translatable) sentences; 

Ø Invest in training in this area, making sure guidelines are integrated in the workflow and 
authoring process, and included in the general author and editor trainings.  

 
What content should be available in which languages, what is our minimum goal? 
Ø Focus needs to be on titles, abstracts, PLS and interface. Maybe editorials & press releases. 

Try and be flexible to support translation of all other contents, if enough resources/volunteers 
available. 

Ø At least the six WHO official languages should be available. Try and be flexible to support any 
other language, if enough resources/volunteers available. 

 
What approaches in terms of methods and quality assurance do we want to consider, and how 
can they be integrated with our existing systems? 
 
Generally 
Ø A translation management system such as Smartling is highly desirable, if not necessary to 

manage the effort. To be explored further, also other options, and what it would cost the Web 
Team to build such a system. 

 
Machine translation 
Ø Spanish should be included in the QUARTET M research project, as Spanish is the language 

for which we have the most Cochrane content available, thus, can possibly achieve the best 
results for machine translation. We should also evaluate how the results for Spanish machine 
translation tool to be developed by QUARTET M compared to Google Translate.  

Ø Limit investment into automatic translation software optimisation to WHO languages in a first 
instance, and explore using Google Translate or similar tools for other languages.  
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What central support and infrastructure do we want to commit to? 
Ø We need a central co-ordinator for translations, possibly a non-native English speaker.  
Ø Policies, guidelines, SOPs etc. need to be established. (in progress with Cochrane-Wiley 

Management Team) 
 

How do we want the translations to be presented (i.e., published)? 
Ø Need to explore and evaluate different search functionality for enabling several languages 

(multilingual engine vs. several languages without cross-searching, search term suggestion 
etc.) 

Ø There needs to be a possibility to report on translation errors. 
 

Funding and sustainability – what resources are required, how much do we have available? 
Ø We should explore opportunities with commercial funders without conflicts of interest, in 

addition to non-commercial funders such as the EU, WHO. Funding should also be discussed 
with Wiley, since they are likely to benefit from translations. 

Ø Centres and other regional entities should be first choice partners for their respective 
languages, if they are interested. We need to explore ways to help raise their profile and fund 
them back. 

 
In addition to the working group, an advisory group has been established to contribute to the strategy 
involving Cochrane representatives of different languages of the world, groups currently involved in 
Cochrane translations, representatives of our IT teams, the CEU, CRGs, and our publisher, as well as 
external experts of different translation methods. 
 
We have started discussions with Smartling (http://www.smartling.com), a leading translation 
management and consultancy company offering comprehensive translation management solutions. We 
are currently testing their products and services, and they will be joining us in Québec for a meeting 
with the working group and representatives of our IT teams and publisher.  
 

2. RELATED 

PLOS PAPER:  

Translating Cochrane Reviews to Ensure that Healthcare Decision-Making is Informed by High-
Quality Research Evidence  
Erik von Elm, Philippe Ravaud, Harriet MacLehose, Lawrence Mbuagbaw, Paul Garner, Juliane Ried, 
Xavier Bonfill 
(to be published coinciding with the Colloquium) 

QUÉBEC SESSIONS: 

· Translation of Cochrane summaries: a realistic and timely goal for the Collaboration?  
· Why should we translate Cochrane reviews into French? 
· Impact of translations on access to Cochrane reviews  
· Translating Cochrane Abstracts and Plain Language Summaries from Traditional to Simplified 

Chinese: Feasibility assessment and user survey 
 

3. TRANSLATION POLICIES 

The Cochrane-Wiley Management Team is working to agree on outstanding translation policy issues, 
which will then also be incorporated into the new Editorial and Publishing Policy Resource.  
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4. ON-GOING TRANSLATION EFFORTS 

3.2 STATUS OF TRANSLATION INITIATIVES IN VARIOUS LANGUAGES 

An overview of past, present and potential translation projects has been included in the new Editorial 
and Publishing Policy Resource: 
http://www.cochrane.org/editorial-and-publishing-policy-resource/translation-projects 
 

3.1 TRANSLATION WORK FLOWS AND PUBLICATION 

TRANSLATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

We continue to work on improving the functionality of our translation management and publication 
system in Archie, the Translation Exchange, which most recently has been expanded to include an 
online editor for translations.  

PUBLICATION PROCESSES 

French, Portuguese and Croatian translations of abstracts and plain language summaries are published 
on Cochrane Summaries and CDSR via Archie on a regular basis. Teams translating into Japanese, 
Traditional Chinese and Indonesian are currently preparing to use Archie, and are planning to add 
translations soon.  
 
With the move to Publish When Ready of Cochrane Reviews in June 2013, translations are likewise 
published on CDSR and Cochrane Summaries via Archie straightaway as they are completed, and do 
not have to await the publication of a monthly issue.  
 
Spanish, Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese translations have been published through other, 
one-off processes due to file format compatibility issues. 

PUBLICATION STATUS 

COCHRANE SUMMARIES 
French, Spanish, Portuguese, Croatian and Simplified Chinese translations are published including (to 
different extents) translated web interface, search function, and browse options.  
French: http://summaries.cochrane.org/fr 
Spanish: http://summaries.cochrane.org/es 
Portuguese: http://summaries.cochrane.org/pt 
Croatian: http://summaries.cochrane.org/hr 
Simplified Chinese: http://summaries.cochrane.org/zh-hans 
 
CDSR 
French, Spanish, Portuguese, Croatian, Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese translations are 
published underneath the corresponding English abstracts and plain language summaries within CDSR. 
Wiley will be working on adding non-English search capability by Q1 2014.  
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